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Increased enrollment
brings housing crunch

A building thirty years in the making

EMILY CARES

ing in temporary housing.
The on-campus housing shortage is a
result of the unexpected recent growth
While the much-publicized debate
in the student population. For the last
over off-campus housing has enlivened
three years, the admissions office has
many students this fall, some living onaimed at a freshmen class of 650 stucampus have faced a shortage of living
dents. However, the university has respaces. Many incoming freshmen as
cently received more acceptances than
well as returning
expected.
students were left
The class of
without on-cam- At the beginning of Passages,
2001 entered UPS
pus housing fol- Preludes, and Perspectives, with an ideal 643
lowing an overapproximately fifty freshmen students, but this
abundance of renumber jumped
were living in what the uni- significantly last
quests last spring.
According to
versity calls "temporary year. The class of
Associate Dean of
2002 entered with
housing."
Student Develop681 students, and
ment Jim Hoppe,
the class of 2003
"[The university] was not able to house topped that with 684 students, causing
everyone who expressed an interest."
the shortage of campus living spaces.
In fact, there were 106 upperclassmen
The university is currently searching
for whom the spring housing lottery did for possible solutions to the housing
not provide on-campus housing.
shortage.
Even freshmen, who are required to
Director of Admissions Peter Jones
live on campus, felt the shortage. At the
said that, "For housing purposes as well
beginning of Passages, Preludes, and
as other purposes, [the admissions office]
Perspectives, approximately fifty freshwill cut offers of admission to try and
men were living in what the university
get the class of 2004 back around 650
calls "temporary spaces." These tempostudents."
rary spaces are usually borrowed resiMore residence halls are another posdence hall libraries or study spaces.
sible solution to the problem. However,
After working hard to place freshmen
as they cannot be built overnight, the uniin more traditional dorm rooms, Hoppe
versity views new buildings as a longreports that only two students remain livplease see Housing Crisis, page 2

Staff Writer
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RAYNA FLYE

Staff Writer
In 1969, due to a lack of proper office space,
the Departments in the Humanities were moved
into a few available rooms in Collins library. This
was supposed to be a temporary relocation. Yet
thirty years later the university is busy constructing the new academic building to house the Humanities.
At a projected cost of $13.8 million, the yet
unnamed building should be completed in May,
2000.
Much preparation has gone into this long overdue building. In 1995, the university began by con-

ducting inventory on the availability of space.
By 1996, they had selected Zimmer, Gunsul, and
Frasca to help with the planning. Finally, in
March of this year, ground was broken and construction began.
There was much discussion over the location
of the new academic hall. An early plan placed
the 51,000 square foot building next to Jones
and Thompson halls. However, that meant that
numerous trees would have to be cut down to
make room.
Mike Rothman, Vice President of Finance and
Administration, said that, "We wanted to preserve as much of the green open space that we
please see New Building, page 3

Associate Dean Dougharty's office motto: 'put people first'
UPS graduate returns to boost student focus in administration
NICHOLE ASHWORTH

Staff Writer

•

After six years away, W. Houston Dougharty has returned
to the University of Puget Sound, this time as neither a student
nor admissions staff member, but as the Associate Dean of
Student Services and Director of Counseling, Health and
Wellness Services.
In his new position, Dougharty assists wherever and whenever needed, working with Dean of Students Kris Bartanen
and other members of the administration to handle cases involving major violations of the Student Integrity Code.
Dougharty described his new position as being very student-centered. He welcomes all students into his office, whether
they have a major dilemma or just a minor problem or question. He hopes to work closely with new students, helping them
embrace their new setting. Dougharty also said that he would
like to create a "seamless connection between academic and
co-curricular aspects."
Helping students be successful is important to Dougharty.
"My motto is to put people first," he said. When faced with a

problem he asks himself, "what would be best for the students?"
This willingness and motivation to help students is what
made Dougharty an excellent candidate for the position, said
Bartanen, who assisted in the
hiring process.
Bartanen listed Dougharty's
strengths as his experience
working with off-campus student services; his positive interaction with students, faculty, and staff; and his familiarity with UPS.
F "Dougharty has a strong
love and desire to work in a
= small liberal arts college," she
said.
Dean of the University Terry Cooney became acquainted
with Dougharty when he was a freshman enrolled in an American history survey course that Cooney taught at UPS.
"He was as much fun to have in class then as he is to know
now," said Cooney.

In 1983, Dougharty graduated with a bachelor's degree in
English literature from UPS. He then joined the admissions
staff as a counselor, and later became the assistant and then
associate director. During this time, he also obtained his
master's degree in education from Western Washington University.
Dougharty left UPS in 1994 for the University of California-Santa Barbara, where he worked not only as an instructor,
but also as a coordinator for sexual harassment prevention education, resident coordinator for family student housing, and a
learning skills counselor.
From 1997-'99, he served as the Associate Dean of Students at Iowa State University. During his time at ISU,
Dougharty tried to give the students the personal attention that
he had received at UPS.
Dougharty gave up his position at ISU and he, his wife and
seven-year old daughter, Allie, moved back to Tacoma and the
UPS community. Many people were happy to see him return
to UPS.
"Houston likes people and people like him," said Cooney.
"I'm delighted he's back home at Puget Sound."
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NEWS AROUND THE GLOBE
INTERNATIONAL NEWS
Fourth Explosion Shakes Moscow as Russia Masses Troops
MOSCOW, Russia —An explosion rocked the northern part of
Moscow this weekend, the fourth
to occur in the past few weeks.
However, unlike the previous explosions, this one was an accident.
Police sources reported that a
five-litre gas cylinder caused the
explosion. Two people were killed,
and several injured were taken to a
hospital. The explosion shattered
some windows in the building and
caused part of a floor to collapse.
The recent bombings have led to
panic and a security crackdown.
Many are blaming Islamic
Chechen rebels for the attacks, although the Chechen government
denies any involvement.
Some 30,000 Russian troops
have massed on the Chechen
boarder to "seal it off." Air and
ground assaults on suspsected guerilla strongholds are also under way
in Chechnya and Dagestan.

were still terrorizing refugees and
burning property. One estimate has
over 300,000 Timorese driven from
their homes by the groups. The London Guardian reported that many of
the malicious troops were trained in
the US. Indonesian troops, numbering around 3,600, have calmed down
as the U.N. peacekeeping forces arrive.
Australian Major-General Peter
Cosgrove is in charge of the force,
which consists largely of Australians. He estimates that within one
week, 3,200 soldiers would be in
East Timor, and that the number
would soon rise to 7,500.
The tasks for U.N. forces are numerous, as many hospitals have no
doctors or medicine, and thousands
are homeless. When the forces arrived on Monday, Sept. 20, they saw
many homes burnt or burning.
The Seattle Times has a page on
its website on how to help East
Timorese refugees. It can be found
at http://www.seattletimes.com/
news/nation-world/html9 8/
help_19990919.html.

U.N. Launches Peace Force in
East Timor
DILI, Indonesia — After the
East Timorese vote for independence, terror ensued. As late as
Sunday, Sept. 19 it was reported
that pro-Indonesia militia groups

Earthquake Hits Taiwan
TAIPEI, Taiwan —An earthquake
estimated to be 7.6 on the Richter
scale hit Taiwan early Tuesday
morning, Sept. 21. Centered ninety
miles southwest of Taipei, the quake
was strong enough to collapse a

twelve-story hotel. It is believed to
be the strongest earthquake to hit
Taiwan during this century. There
were at least four aftershocks, each
measuring around 6.0.
Reports of more than 1,700 dead
have surfaced. Other reports say that
there are over 3,000 people trapped
in the rubble of ruined buildings.
The quake is thought to have been
as powerful as the earthquake that
occured in Turkey in August, which
killed 15,000 people.
Electric and telephone services
were interrupted across the island.
The extent of the damage is yet unknown.
Taiwan experiences dozens of
earthquakes each year, but most are
centered east of the island in the Pacific Ocean and cause little damage.
Spanish Bus Crash Kills 26
LA MUELA, Spain — At least 26
people are dead and 24 injured following a coach bus crash in Northeastern Spain on Sunday, Sept. 19.
The accident happened close to
Gerona, where a plane crash occurred a few days before.
Heavy rains are being blamed for
both incidents, although both are still
under investigation. All of the victims of the bus crash were Spaniards.
U.S. Eases North Korea Sanctions
PYONGYANG, North Korea —

Housing Crisis

President Clinton announced a relaxation of sanctions regarding trade,
banking and travel to North Korea
on Friday, Sept. 17. The easing of
sanctions resulted from recent talks
in Berlin where North Korea agreed
to scrap current plans for long-range
missile tests. This is the first major
shift in US policy on North Korea
since the end of the Korean war in
1953.
Due to the eased sanctions, residents of the U.S. and North Korea
can exchange personal and commercial funds. In addition, commercial
air and sea transportation will be allowed for passengers and cargo, said
White House Press Secretary Joe
Lockhart.
South Korean president Kim DaeJung stated, "I will put an end to the
54-year-long cold war without failure." He hopes to accomplish this
goal by the end of his term in 2003.
He also sees the easing of sanctions
as a way of promoting peace and
decreasing tensions in the region.

NATIONAL NEWS
Hurricanes and Global Warming
TARBORO, North Carolina —
Contaminated water, rising rivers,
and destroyed property are just some
of the problems facing residents of
the East Coast. The rains and winds
of Hurricane Floyd are being blamed

for the loss of power to hundreds of
thousands, as well as for sewage
problems. Road deficiencies are
also an issue as several state highways and interstates are missing
huge chunks of road.
Rescuers as late as Saturday were
still searching for people strandedby
flood waters in North Carolina.
Author Ross Gelbspan states that
the "ferocity of Hurricane Floyd...is
part of a pattern of extreme weather
that arises from early-stage global
warming."
Dr. Paul Epstein of Harvard University said we can expect many
more such "surprises" in the future,
and that global warming and increasing natural disasters may be correlated.

Staff Writer AJ Ilika contributes
the weekly national and international news summary.
Sources: New York Times,
Newsday, BBC, Washington Post,
Associated Press, Reuters, Common Dreams Newswire, Seattle
Times, London Guardian
Suggestions and comments about
the "News Around the Globe" column can be directed to AJ Ilika at
the Trail Office.

Continued from front page

term goal.
Until then, students are making do with their current living
situations. Many freshmen report being assigned to unexpected
theme floors. One such student, Bjorn Erikson of the Todd
Hall language floor, explained his reaction to the unforseen
floor assignment.
"When my roommate and I first found out about [the language floor], we were both a little upset. But, it hasn't been

so bad. I only wish that the university could have matched me
better based on my interests."
As the university aims at boosting the number of on-campus students, a goal President Pierce highlighted in her plan
for the future, changes will be necessary.
Whether this means more dorms, less students, or a combination of both, something must clearly be done to alleviate the
housing shortage.

Knights In Shining Headsets
Job Fair -

Wheelock Student Center
Wednesday, September 29, 1999
10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.

We're opening a new emergency road service call center at our Tacoma
office, conveniently located close to campus on South Union. Visit us at
our job fair at the Wheelock Student Center and find out more about ...
Starting pay at $8.00 to $10.00 per hour
Automatic pay increases
Monthly incentive pay opportunities
Flexibility in scheduling part-time shifts
Casual, friendly atmosphere
Free AAA membership
Subsidized Pierce County Transit bus passes
Travel discounts

SEPTEMBER 14-20, 1999
Please contact Security if you have any information about the on-going problem with firecracker
use. You can reach them at x3311 and all information is kept strictly confidential.

Sept. 19 - A Facilities Services staff member reported
one of the burgundy umbrellas used outside on the Student
Center Plaza missing. It is believed to have been stolen.
Sept. 20 - A student reported observing a male with no
clothes on operating a vehicle near North 1 1 th and Alder
Streets. The incident occurred on Sept. 15, 1999 at approximately 12:00 p.m. She believes he was masturbating while
operating the vehicle. The vehicle was a 90's model teal
Honda with tinted windows. At the time of the incident,
the stereo was extremely loud. The white male had short
brown hair and a medium build.

CRIME PREVENTION TIPS:
Always report suspicious activity to Security Services
immediately by calling x3313.

Washington
We'll get you there.

hr@aaawa.com
Equal Opportunity Employer

Use well-lit and traveled pathways while walking on
campus. Security escorts are also available. Contact security for off-campus boundaries.
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Fall Senate campaigns under way
Fall campaigns for open ASUPS positions are under way, with the first candidate speeches to be given in the Cellar on Thurs., Sept. 23 at 7:30 p.m.
Open positions include two Senators-at-Large and one Senator each for Residence Halls, On-Campus Housing, Off-Campus Housing, the Greek System, and
the Freshman class.
Thursday, Sept. 23, 7:30
Cellar Speeches

Tuesday, Oct. 5
Elections Day #1

Monday, Sept. 27
Greek Speeches #1

Wednesday, Oct. 6
Elections Day #2

Thursday, Sept. 30, 7:00
Marshall Hall
Speeches and Debate

Oct. 12, Tuesday
New Officer Inauguration

Monday, Oct. 4
Greek Speeches #2

Friday - Saturday
Oct. 29 - 30
ASUPS Officer Retreat

Memories of two students live on
Two students who died during the summer break continue to be remembered
by the campus community.
Sophomore Harvey Decker, who died July 20 as a result of injuries sustained
in a car accident, was remembered by his Logger teammates and fraternity brothers
at the UPS football game on Saturday, Sept. 18.
The game was dedicated to Decker and was preceded by a moment of silence
in his honor. A memorial service was also held during half-time. Decker's mother
and sister were in attendance and were introduced, and his Phi Delta Theta fraternity brother John Brodie spoke in his memory.
The service was organized by Robin Hamilton, Sports Information Director,
and Shawn Baldwin, Associate Director of Student Development and Greek Life.
A memorial fund has also been established in honor of junior Rebecca Persuasion, who died July 30, also as a result of injuries sustained during a car accident.
Persuasion's family established the fund through the development office, and
donations will be added to the university's Memorial Scholarship Fund.
Those wishing to make contributions to the fund can contact Beth Herman,
Director of Development, at ext. 3402.

Continued from front page

could." So the site was relocated to the southwest corner of
the quadrangle.
When completed, the building will provide seventeen classrooms and around
seventy offices for
use by the Humanities Departments.
Nine Academic Departments
When surveyed
in the Humanities
in 1997, students
requested a buildLanguage Laboratory
ing that was techMulti Media Presentation Room
nologically modern. In response,
Computer Ready
the new building is
Turnaround Classrooms
to have various InLarge, Inviting Atrium
ternet access
points and "techLarge Glass Window by Puget
nology-ready
Sound graduate Dale Chihuly
classrooms."
51,000 square feet
There will be an
elevator inside,
OF THE NEW
and the building
will be wheelchair
ACADEMIC BUILDING
accessible inside
and out.
Of the new building, Rothman says, "This has been a long
time in planning, and this is tremendously exciting... it is a
sign of the strength of this institution."

FEATURES

flSUPS IS flOW HIRIDG
fOR TWO PflID POSITIODS
If you are interested in working as the
Editor of the yearbook, Tamanawas, or
as the Tours and Travels Chair, stop by
the ASUPS office, WSC 210 or call
x3600 for more information.

OPEN FORUMS
& CAMPUS EVENTS
Their Past. Your Future. Be
Present. Come to ASK Night to
learn more about the possibilities
from the alumni who have been
through it before. Sept. 23, 6:308:30 p.m.
President and Mr. Pierce will
host an upcoming Fireside Dinner. The dinner will take place at
the President's House at 6:00 p.m.,
Thursday, Sept. 23. Space is limited. Please sign up in the
President's Office, located in Jones
Hall, or e-mail president@ups.edu
(include your phone number or
extension).
Have you sea kayaked or want
to learn? Come explore the beauties of South Puget Sound with the
Outdoor Program. Introductory
trip includes a pool session to learn
the basic strokes and rescue skills,
then venture out for a full day trip.
Space is limited to twelve people.
Informational meeting will be held
on Tuesday, Sept. 28 from 6:007:00 p.m. in the Cellar. Pool session will be on Thursday, Sept. 30
from 9:00-10:00 p.m., and trip on
Sunday, Oct. 3 starting in the
morning. Cost is $50 for the pool
session and the trip. Questions?
Call x3510.

WELLS
FARGO

Faces to Know
What are your duties as Dean of Students?
I represent student interests to the faculty, President, and Board of Trustees. I am responsible for
directing the ongoing development of a comprehensive undergraduate co-curricular program, for
overall enforcement of student conduct, for administration of programs and services of the division of student affairs, and for coordination of
response to student and campus crises.
Do you have a vision or goal for this year or
the extended future?
To nurture a clearer perspective of shared goals
and opportunities with respect to the co-curricular life of the campus among faculty, staff, and
students; to implement clear policy and develop
programming for off-campus students; to create
a stronger sense of student engagement with cam0 pus life; to contribute to planning for potential
additional on-campus housing that will support
distinctive educational programming; to implement policy and procedure for dealing with harassment complaints covering potential racial,
ethnic, religious, gender, age, physical ability, and
sexual orientation discrimination as well as sexual
harassment
Dean of Students:

KRIS BARTANEN

WIN a 10-Day Cruise to Mexico, Mountain Bikes and much more in the
Student Combo Sweepstakes! Enter online at wwvv.on tap. com/wellsfargo
Sign up for the Student Combo and receive a free T-shirt!
Visit our local branch to take advantage of this offer:
36016th Ave.
Free T-shirt offer ends 11/1/99. Students must open a checking account and/or credit card to receive the T-shit • hind one per customer while supplies last.
5....a.P.C.SPEISTARY..1.•Yry pot pos.. Entry mum weerres q t.• taxs n r•pt., of en
4,0 ...pMs PIM mint a,fl U.S msekrts yaws Wo ■kg....1.01771. A. M. W. and 1114,..ble, try kw
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Harry Potter enchants adults too
Harry's first year at
Hogwarts and his quest
to derail a secret plot to
It's as if Harry Potter put a spell on bring Voldemort back
the world. The first three books of J. K. into power. Rowling
Rowling's Harry Potter series were writ- does an excellent job of
ten for elementary-aged children, but balancing Harry's life
they are now taking the adult world by as a student of wizardry
storm, earning the first three spots on the with an exciting, inNew York Times bestseller list.
volving plot.
The first book of the series, Harry PotShe creates the
ter and the Sorcerer's Stone, is gripping, world of Hogwarts in a
mystical, and is a good indication of why manner that makes it
adults and children are so drawn to unusual, but also alHarry's world.
lows it to be a little bit
Harry Potter is no ordinary eleven- of what the reader
year-old. As a tiny infant, he unwittingly would expect wizardry school to be like.
defeated the evil lord Voldemort, earnEspecially well-written is the story's
ing himself immeasurable fame in the climax, when Harry and his two best
magic world, of
friends must defeat
which he is com- Harry is a regular kid—
magical obstacles
pletely unaware.
in order to obtain
Left an orphan with a few twists. He is a
the magical
when Voldemort wizard, complete with
Sorcerer's Stone
killed his parents,
and prevent
Harry grows up a broomstick, invisibility
Voldemort's return.
Muggle—the wizAt times it is difcloak, and lightning-shaped
ard term for nonficult to tell
magic folk—with scar on his forehead.
whether Harry Pothis horrible Aunt
ter is meant for
Petunia and Uncle Vernon, and their children or adults, which is part of what
spoiled son Dudley.
makes this book so appealing. It is as
But at age eleven, Harry's salvation thick as an adult novel—the paperback
comes in the form of an owl bearing an version is 306 pages long—and as well
invitation to attend the Hogwarts School written, yet it is appropriate for children
of Witchcraft and Wizardry and learn to and is ideal for reading aloud. One of
utilize the power that is apparently al- the best aspects of Harry Potter and his
ready in his blood.
world is the feeling of reading a .slightly
The rest of the book is the story of silly, magical book—sort of like readLIZ BALL

Guest Writer

ing Roald Dahl as an
adult and being able to
better appreciate his humor.
In fact, Rowling's writing is best described as a
combination of C.S.
Lewis (The Chronicles of
Narnia) and Roald Dahl
(Charlie and the Chocolate Factory). The fantasy
setting, almost-ordinary
main characters, and the
good vs. evil conflict are
reminiscent of the Narnia
books, but there is an element of Dahl's twistedness and creativity in the supporting characters and in
the world Rowling has created.
As with most good books, the highlight of the story is Harry Potter himself.
Harry is a regular kid—with a few twists.
He is a wizard, complete with broomstick, invisibility cloak, and lightningshaped scar on his forehead. He lives in
Gryffindor House, the Hogwarts dorm
for those who possess "daring, nerve, and
chivalry." But he is also an English
schoolboy who wears round glasses and
likes sports and trading cards. He is written likably, but just different enough to
be interesting.
By merit of Rowling's creativity and
her ability to make a children's story
come alive for adults, "Harry Potter and
the Sorcerer's Stone" earns five stars.

Rating:

The Trail
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IN BRIEF
ArtsVenture to attend
Riverdance in Seattle
Students interested in seeing Riverdance may
attend on Sunday, Oct. 9 with ArtsVenture, a
service which allows students to go to Seattle to
see events in groups organized through UPS. The
show features traditional Irish dance. Students
must provide their own bus fare to Seattle. Tickets
are $42. For more information, call 879-3582.

Forever Plaid at Pantages
This 'finger-snapping"Broadway musical about
four unlikely doo-wop singers will visit the
Pantages Theater in Tacoma for two
performances only on Sept. 26 at 3:00 and 7:00
p.m. Tickets range from $20-$52.

CI1.1.11R

MON-THURS

1 1 :00AM-1 :00AM

FRIDAY

1 1:00Am-12:00am

SATURDAY

9:00AM-1 2:00AM

SUNDAY

7:00pm-1:00am

THE CELLAR
r

Get FREE Sundae Toppings
.

(chocolate, whip cream, nuts, cherry)

I when you buy a scoop for
$1.50
I

•

I
I
I
I

L

*444*

Know Your

9(iiinerS
Most Puget Sound students (65%)
or fewer drinks*
have
when they choose to drink.

4

*1 Drink= one -1 2 oz. Beei; 4-5 =Wine, I oz. Hard liquor
Based on survey data collected by Counseling, Health and Wellness Services
(1998) from 352 Puget Sound students in a randomly selected mailing.
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• Eureka. Farm f
There's something new . in
s v iew
music flow.
The band states that "recording locations range from
Staff Writer
farm houses to concert-qualThe Washington-based ity symphony halls to art stuband Eureka Farm's second dios." The musicians apparalbum, The View, is a truly ently rely only on acoustics
new and fresh musical expeand microphone placements
rience. Blending folk, classi- (and, if I had to guess, occasional pure experical, new
mentation and guessage, alter114S1C
work) to create their
native,
music.
and clascRell-Nre14,
The View is a fine
sic rock
idioms, the result is an un- reward for their efforts. These
usual and, in general, impres- variations in recording spots
bring exotic, intriguing
sive musical experience.
The View, which will be re- acoustical results, creating
leased Oct. 5 by Loosegroove unusual timbres and sound efRecords, makes use of unique fects.
orchestrations, involving
While playing in a farm
Moog synthesizers, saxo- house may seem artsy and
phone, and bass clarinet in adself-indulgent, Eureka Farm
dition to the standard guitar,
actually manages, virtually
bass, and drums. Amazingly, without exception, to find setall of the performing is done tings that reflect successfully
by the four band members and genuinely on the matethemselves, with little reli- rial.
ance on "toys" to make the
The material itself is interJOSH EPSTEIN

•

•

esting and well-constructed,
stated), excellent instrumenwith intricate vocal harmonies tal work, and solid—if a bit
and rhythmic intensity. When limited—drum work.
at their best, Eureka Farm creTheir lyrics seem somewhat pompates an evocaous
and contive, matchThe View
release date: oct.5.1999
trived,
at
less sound
1) erase the moon
2) terraforming
that will entimes,
but
one
3) Colorblind
44
4) spare
thrall many a
5) quinsonnas
is too in6) the mule
7) escalations
volved with
listener.
6) scientifiction
their music to
Their music has genucare much
about the
ine artistic
•
gi
words.
merit—it is
creative, enWhat the
dearing, agreeable to the ear, album has in interest and creand pleasantly unusual. The ativity, however, it lacks in
songs are fresh, emotive, and variety. While they blend so
strong, showing good taste many idioms into a personal
(and good chops, too); the arand effective sound—one that
rangements are generally could take Eureka Farm a
strong, making fine use of very long way—that sound is
their peculiar instrumenta- pretty much all they've got.
tions and techniques.
It is a "trippy," eclectic sound,
The band members them- and one that works very
selves are also highly skilled well—for a while.
performers, giving strong voThe songs lack diversity,
cal exhibitions (consistently however, in spite of the band's
lyrical and admirably under- numerous influences, and the
recorC0 1.0.6

46
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songs, which are often abrupt
album runs out of steam.
The View gets into a rut af- and ineffective.
ter about four or five tracks,
Nevertheless, while The
View is a highly imperfect aland by the end, the songs are
thoroughly
bum, it is also
predictable.
the product of
Indeed, the Eureka Farm is a
four people
with immense
risk of finding
group of musically
talent. Eureka
a sound that is
unique and intelligent, original, Farm is a
easily identigroup of musifiable is that and progressive
cally intelligent, original,
the band can musicians.
fall too much
and progresin love with
sive
musithat sound, letting further de- cians, and their work gives the
velopments or improvements impression that they have camaraderie as well.
fall by the wayside.
Eureka Farm will eventuGiven some time to refine
ally need to blend their many their sound, to find new ways
influences and ideas into a to merge their many influsound that, while still distinc- ences, and to beef up their mative, doesn't stagnate. They terial with more melodic incould also use some stronger terest, Eureka Farm could
melodic lines—in this sense, well be the dawn of a new era
as well, variety is lacking in in pop music. The View, for all
The View—and a bit more of its flaws, is the work of a
subtlety. In particular, they band thatiould take the world
struggle with the ends of by storm.

Exotic Thai spice hits the
spot at East & West Café
•

ERIN SPECK
LAURA HAYCOCK

Executive Editors

•

It's a small house on a busy street—if you
didn't know what you were looking for, you
might miss it. Make sure you look twice, because East and West Café is one restaurant
you'll want to take notice of.
As soon as you walk in, you can feel the
type of intimacy that can only be found in a
family-owned establishment. The restaurant's
decor was all hand-selected, from the skillfully-done artwork on the wall to the pressed
flowers on each table. The
atmosphere may seem a little
odd—after all, the Thai and
Vietnamese restaurant is
housed in what was once a
private residence, a fact
which is evident when you first walk in and
see both the bathroom and the kitchen, but not
the dining room.
Don't be fooled, though. The two-room dining area is more than adequate to offer a pleasant dining experience. On a nice day, you can
even forego the warmly lit dining room and
head to the tables in the outdoor garden.
But enough of the atmosphere, let's get to
what everyone is really interested in—the
food. One of the first things you'll notice when
you sit down is that even the menu has a personalized touch. After all, this is one of the
only restaurants we've ever seen that offers
their own cooking philosophy. They claim to
prepare their dishes under the same standards
with which they cook their family dinners, and
after eating their meals, we believe it.
Perhaps one of the best things is that they
make honest attempts to give you the highest
quality and most healthful foods possible. We
started our meal with the cha gio, a fried spring
roll. Unlike most other oriental restaurants that

serve up oily spring rolls, East and Wests'
spring roll was very light and crispy, without
the extra grease on your fingers.
From there, we went on to the main course.
There are 24 options to choose from, and each
can be prepared with chicken, beef, seafood,
or just vegetables. You can do the multiplication, but you get a heck of a lot of choices at
East and West—more than the SUB at least
(but of course, that's not saying much). There
are a number of noodle dishes, with crispy or
soft noodles, as well as a lot of meals served
with rice and grilled options.
After perusing the menu, we chose the basil delight and the spicy cashew chicken. The
basil delight was wonderful. As in all
their dishes, the chicken was highquality. The leaves of basil added a
subtle, unique flavor to the curried vegetables without dominating the show.
The spicy cashew chicken, like the rest of
the meals, is available in mild, medium or hot.
Medium is plenty hot for the majority of us,
but you risk-takers may wish to take it up a
notch. East and West definitely does not
skimp on their portions and the cashew
chicken includes plenty of lean meat and fresh
vegetables with a terrific original sauce. It's
definitely not a dish to miss.
The average price range for dinner dishes
is between seven and ten dollars. Appetizers
are generally affordable—our spring roll was
only $1.50. Overall, plan to spend around
twenty dollars for two people.
The service for us, eating on a Tuesday
night, was excellent. Although the food service is always prompt, on weekends there is
often a long line to be seated since the restaurant is small. The waitstaff is accomodating
and can answer virtually any question you can
conjure up—so take your best shot and head
out to 5319 Tacoma Mall Blvd. It's a small
house but well worth the stop.

QesLcurn nt
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No 401 (k).
No profit sharing.
No stock options.
Yet, you won't
find better
anywhere.

PEACE CORPS

How far are you willing to go to make a difference?

Recruiters Visit UPS
Video Presentation with Q&A.:
Tues., Sept. 28, 3 - 4 pm, Wheelock Student Center, Room. 008
- or
-

Stop by the Peace Corps Into Table:
Wheelock Student Center Lobby
Tuesday, Sept., 28 9:30 am - 2:30 pm

www•peacecorps•gov • 1-800-424-8580
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KUPS genre management sounds out music
ALICIA ARMENTROUT
Staff Writer
"You are listening to KUPS-Tacoma,
The Sound." The famous station identifier is said every day by devoted DJs
working at the UPS radio station. DJs
employed by the station feature five main
genres: Metal, Rap-R&B, Techno/Industrial/Electronic, Alternative, and World/
Jazz/Blues.
Behind the music are five dedicated
individuals in charge of the different
genres. Here is a profile of four of those
five genre directors, getting personal and
finding out what KUPS is to them. The
fifth director, Nick Reynolds,was unavailable for an interview.
Reynolds oversees the Techno/Industrial/Electronic genre, which is featured
from 8:00 p.m. to 2:00 a.m. on Tuesdays
and Thursdays.
The director of alternative music is
Carol Duris. She has been working on
the radio since her freshman year and
loves "music and the radio." Duris likes
how the radio provides a way for people
to listen to "a ton of bands who you
would never listen to." Some of her per-

sonal favorite bands are Joy Drop, could give away some of our CDs to lisStereophonics, Self, and Blinker the Star. teners," he commented.
The alternative section presents a vaThe director for Rap-R&B is Julian
riety of music, with DJs "adapting what Venegas. He says his job is amusing for
they like personally" and playing a lot him because "I'm really into rap music
[and it] gives me
of new music.
About 31 people
a chance to get
contribute to the
into the the music
"I hope that people are
industry."
alternative section.
"We play some patient and give The Sound
"I like the acpopular music, but a chance because it is
cess to music and
you can really listhe ability to do an
always getting better."
ten to 107 for that.
activity other than
school or work,"
Because of the va- —Carol Duris
riety, the station
Venegas added.
"It's fun to set up
helps open music
up to all people," Duris said. "I hope rotation and to work with everyone."
Some of his favorite musicians are the
that people are patient and give The
Sound a chance because it is always get- Wu-Tang Clan, Gangstar, and the Doors.
ting better," she added.
The Rap-R&B genre consists of ten
shows from 6:00 p.m. to 2:00 a.m. on
Assistant alternative music director
Friday, Saturday, and Sunday. Rap-R&B
Terry Kyte has a different perspective,
having only worked for The Sound for DJs have many different styles of shows
three weeks. "I get to hear all the new within their genre, featuring one Gospel
CDs without having to buy them," he show, another which is all underground
said. Kyte hosts the Fred and Red Audio rap, one show that plays 98 Degrees and
Hour Wednesdays from 4:00-6:00 p.m. the Backstreet Boys, and one that plays
hard-core gangster rap. Venegas said, "I
He lists the new Flaming Lips album as
one of his favorites. "It'd be nice if we encourage people to look at the sched-

ule and check it out. This station is so
much better than regular radio."
CJ Boyd is the director for World,
Blues, and Jazz and is a weekend director. "The weekend shows
are less genre-specific and
tend to integrate some lesser
known music with more
well-known music," Boyd
said. "My favorite part of
KW'S is currently giving
the station is the freedom to
away launch CD
play a lot of music," he said.
magazines, CDs, tapes,
John Guthrie is in charge
books and stickers.
of Metal. Some of his favorThey
hope to soon give
ite bands are Slayer and
away tickets to
Cannibal Corpse. Metal can
be heard from 8:00 p.m. to
concerts and movies, as
2:00 a.m. on Monday and well as various other free
Wednesday. That includes
items! Tune in to the
about twelve shows.
radio
station and listen
KUPS has great diversity
for your chance to win!
in the music they play, and
not only are the DJs spin
ning the music for themselves, but also
for their listeners to enjoy. If you are sitting around studying or relaxing, flip on
the radio to 90.1 and check out what
KUPS is playing—you might expand
your musical tastes.

Doug Herstad works double duty at KUPS
Name: Doug Herstad
TItle: Promotions Director / DJ
Year: Sophomore
Time/Day DJ: Thursdays 9:00-11:00 p.m.
What type of music
do you play?
Electronic music
'(techno), like Fat
Boy Slim, Prodigy,
and the Chemical
Brothers.
i Is this the type of
music you normally
listen to outside of work?
A lot of the time. I like to listen to lots of types of
music, though; this is just one.
For how long have you worked as a DJ?
Since my freshman year here at UPS.
What got you started?
I just heard about KUPS at the fairs and stuff, went to the meetings, and got my own show. I thought it would be fun to be a
part of things.
What is the best part of being a DJ for KUPS?

CO CO V O1 PES i G t41 COMIrsTH
Are you artistically inclined?
Would you like to design a CD cover for
this up-and-coming ska, punk and swing
band?

If so, submit your entries as soon as
possible! The contest will end when the
band sees a particularly
eye catching entry.
The winner will receive a Lyster Lower
Fun Pack including an autographed CD, a
cool gift from each member, and anything
else they feel like throwing in.
Good luck!
For more information,
contact Ryan Guggenmos at x8722

Providing service. People can request songs and we'll play them.
I just like being able to play music for people.
Are there any perks to the job?
Sometimes we get to preview new CDs that come in. We
don't get paid for being a DJ though.
What is the worst thing about working for KUPS?
People don't really call in that often. It is discouraging when you say on the air that you will take requests and no one calls in.
Have there been any major changes at KUPS this
year?
We're trying to reorganize and rebuild things so as
to be a better station that everyone enjoys listening
to here at school.
Do you do any other job at the station or do you work
solely as a DJ?
I am also the promotions director for KUPS this year. I work
on getting new free stuff such as CDs, tickets to concerts and
restaurants, and merchandise to give away to callers. There
should be some really good stuff this year.
Are you at all interested in a career in the business, or is being a
DJ strictly recreational?
For the meantime it's just recreational, but I definitely enjoy it a
lot. There is definitely potential in the business.

theme geAR OpeNiNc

KKF

Tuesday, September 28
5:30 PM
Rotunda

Looking to the Future

Speaker: Michael Park From Asian Focus,
a Seattle-based news magazine
geared towards readers aged 18-35
Entertainment by Juan Perez

Setting New

Everyone Welcome

Standards

This year's theme is The Year of the Asian Pacific American,
and the title is `GenerAsians: Transcending Stereotypes,
Redefining Identities'
Working in affiliation with APASU (Asian Pacific American
Student Union)

www.k a p pa.org
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'Stigmata' queries faith
Staff Writer

•

•

•

•

Are you getting tired of dull, unoriginal movies? Do you ever feel like you
are watching the same
plot again and again
when you go to the theater? Looking for a movie
that makes you think and
breaks away from the
boring monotony of
many other films? If this
describes you, then look
no further—"Stigmata"
may be what you've been
waiting to see.
"Stigmata" stars
Patricia Arquette as a
young hairdresser named
Frankie who receives a rosary in the mail
and then suffers a series of stigmatic attacks (where she is
MovTo
with the
lievtovv, afflicted
wounds of Jesus).
The Catholic Church sends a priest,
played by Gabriel Byrne, to investigate
the wounds. He finds more than he bargained for.
The story shows the struggle for
Frankie's life and against the church,
which tries to quiet the message Frankie
speaks and writes during her several demonic attacks.
The previews give "Stigmata" a somewhat inaccurate depiction. They portray
it as a sort of scary thriller, when in reality it is an intense film focusing more on
the religious aspects than the demonic
attacks. Aside from some gore (due to
the nature of the wounds) and violent
sections, "Stigmata" doesn't come across
as overtly scary, but more subtly disturbing. Because of this the miraculous oc-

currences in the movie seem more real
and believable than most horror flicks.
The film carries a very strong message
about the politics surrounding the
church. It is controversial and also may
be offensive to some.
This aspect of the story .
is a bit of a drawback but
also provokes thought.
An open mind is a valuable asset when watching
this type of movie.
"Stigmata" does not
appeal to a universal
crowd, but the plot is intelligent, the pace fast,
and the story line woven
ingeniously around a
load of symbolism and
spiritual battles. The film
was well done, a riveting and entertaining watch.
In kmIntr-, 010U-!

EMILY STOLTZ

End Result

•

Controversial but

highly intriguing.

This week's rating:
*44-

MOVIE RATING SYSTEM
* Not even worth your time.
** Rent it when there's nothing
better to do.
*** Worth going out to see
eventually.
**** Run, don't walk, to the
movie theater!

Tacoma Actors Guild presents
"The Importance of Being Earnest"
Theatre on the Square
September 29—October 17
$12.50 student
Tuesday / Thursday / Sunday
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday / Friday / Saturday
8:00 p.m.
Saturday & Sunday matinee
2:00 p.m.

Grand Opening!
"Indifference: Sur-rational Paintings"
by Fritz Herschberger
Kittredge Art Gallery
opens September 29
Free

One day only!
"Forever Plaid"
Pantages Theater
September 26
3:00 p.m. and 7:00 p.m., $20
Pacific Northwest Ballet presents
"A Midsummer Night's Dream"
Seattle Opera House
through October 3
7:30 p.m., $20-$100

Benefit Concert for Planned Parenthood of Western Washington
Blue Mouse Theater
September 24
9:00 p.m., $5

PD Zoo endangered by council, red tape
KRISTINE ERICKSON

•

—

Final Weekend!
"Landscapes: Black & White"
Kittredge Art Gallery
Monday-Friday 10:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Sunday 1:00 p.m.-4:00 p.m.
through September 26
Free

A&E Editor
On one end of Point Defiance Park in
Tacoma lies a vital resource for those studying biology, or even those who simply enjoy
animals—the Point Defiance Zoo and
Aquarium. This resource, despite being Pierce County's
second most popular yearround attraction after Mt.
Rainier, faces setbacks due to
funding concerns.
As small as this zoo may
be, it is one of the best places
in Tacoma both for its age—
the zoo will celebrate its centennial in 2005—and for the
variety of exhibits and animals made available to the
public in an intimate setting.
The zoo has assorted animals
from naked mole rats to clouded leopards and
employs many local students in their care, giving them experience on their way to becoming biologists, veterinarians or zoologists.
Not all aspects of the zoo are solely for
biophiles. The zoo's annual fundraiser,
Zoobilee, features booths from local merchants
in between exhibits for visitors to enjoy, creating a fair-like atmosphere.

The holiday season brings the annual
Zoolights show, a striking display featuring
thousands of electric lights in animal forms.
Despite all that the zoo has to offer, one thing
it has needed desperately for the past decade
is money for refurbishment of older exhibits
and for maintenance of current and new exhibits. If the zoo does not receive
more money soon, its future viability will be at risk. This could
cause it to lose its accreditation as
a center for biological studies, a serious setback.
The $35 million Zoo Bond
passed this spring was intended to
be the first part of a two-part plan
to get the zoo back on its feet. Until the second part, a regional funding initiative, is passed, the zoo
cannot spend most of the resources
gained through that bond. According to Sally Perkins, the zoo's marketing manager, "the bond money is intended
to refurbish existing structures and to plan and
design new buildings, but it lacks the scope to
be spent on upkeep of current exhibits and
projects."
The additional money was to come from a
"zoo tax," a measure proposing to raise the
Pierce County sales tax by one tenth of one
percent. "Most zoos get 40 percent of their

funding from public grants. Point Defiance
currently gets 20 percent of its money from
the public," Perkins noted. The tax would increase the percentage the zoo
receives from public funds.
"We have to
The tax would fund operating and maintenance costs as
keep trying
well as future planning of the
Point Defiance Zoo and to find a
Northwest Trek, an open-air
type wildlife reserve which compromise
offers tours to the public.
with the
This measure is being prevented from appearing on the council, or
November ballot due to dis- the zoo may
sent within the county council. According to the Tacoma face major
News Tribune, some members
changes for
of the council want the tax
revenue shared among all the worse."
Pierce County parks, not just
—Sally Perkins
these two.
Until the council comes to
a compromise, the public should seize the opportunity to commune with nature and other
animal lovers at the Point Defiance Zoo and
Aquarium. The zoo is open from 10:00 a.m.
to 6:00 p.m. daily.
According to Perkins, "we have to keep trying to find a compromise with the council, or
the zoo may face major changes for the worse."

"Golden Child"
Seattle Repertory Theatre
September 27-October 30
7:30 p.m., $10

TACOMA ACTORS' CURD
OFFERS STUDENT DISCOUNTS
gtsyarr of its ongoing commitment

to make live theater accessible to all
members of the community, Tacoma
Actors' guild is yleasedto announce its student subscription and single-show admission rates.
Purchase a six-show season subscriptionfor $77—a savings of 50% off

full yrice admission.

the single-show discount is $12.50
yer student.

KKF
Looking to the Future

Making a Positive
Difference at UPS
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(acquired immune deficiency syndrome)
•
Weekly Report. The report stated that AIDS was
known epidemics of the late twentieth "a disease at least moderately predictive of a
century. As reported in a press release defect in the cell-mediated immunity occurring
issued by the Pierce County AIDS Foundation, in a person with no known cause for diminished
more people have died from AIDS than both resistance to that disease."
Health officials originally tagged AIDS as a
World Wars and the Vietnam War combined.
The press release also says that young people disease primarily present in the male homosexual
community.
aged between 13 through
However, this has
21 make up 25 percent of
Although
the
incidents
of
proven to be false,
new HIV infections.
and although the
A low estimate by the
AIDS are higher in certain
incidents of AIDS are
World Health
groups
of
people,
officials
higher in certain
Organization reports that
groups of people,
throughout the world
now acknowledge that
such as minorities,
there are 500,000 cases
nobody
is
safe
from
the
officials are now
of full-blown AIDS. In
acknowledging that
addition to that, the
disease.
nobody is safe from
Centers for Disease
the disease.
Control (CDC) estimates
AIDS
is
caused
by the human
that 2.2 million people in the United States are
infected with HIV (which has not yet developed immunodeficiency virus (HIV). HIV weakens
one's immune system making them susceptible
into AIDS).
The CDC first reported information on AIDS to diseases a normal immune system would not
in the Sept. 24, 1982 Morbidity and Mortality necessarily be effected by. Although the exact

A

IDS has become one of the most well-

specifics are unknown, about half of all HIV cases
develop into AIDS within eight to ten years.
Although they are two different diseases, when
one refers to AIDS prevention or AIDS
awareness, they are generally referring to HIV.
HIV, not AIDS, is spread through sexual
intercourse and intravenous needle use.
The history of AIDS/HIV is still unknown for
the most part. Most scientists believe that HIV
originated in chimpanzees and was eventually
spread to humans (though exactly how is still
unknown).
The Pierce County AIDS Foundation press
release estimates that the cost of health care alone
for a person living with AIDS is $119,000 from
first diagnosis through death. Few insurance
companies assist clients with AIDS/HIV.
AIDS disproportionately affects racial
minorities. Sixty-six percent of AIDS cases in the
United States are reported in African Americans
and Hispanics, who represent only 23 percent of
the United States population. In Washington state
the percentage of AIDS cases among racial
minorities has doubled between 1993 and 1998.

•

•

•

•

•

Ho...w.:i.A1D5 Walk contributio ns are used
$18 buys a food bag for a person
living with AIDS

$150 underwrites one support group for
people who are living with HIV/AIDS

$35 provides essential needs items which
cannot be bought with food stamps, such as
toilet paper, household cleansers, paper
towels, toothpaste, and vitamins

$250 provides an emergency grant
for a client who is facing homelessness, a
utility shut-off, hunger, or the inability
to pay for medications

$60 pays for one meeting between
a client and a case manager

$400 underwrites a new volunteer orientation
program to assist the Pierce County Aids
Foundation

$73 trains one Pierce county student through
the Aids Peer Education Exchange (APEX)

Information from the Pierce County AIDS
Foundation brochure "Fundraising Tips."

•
•

•
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Annual Pierce County AIDS
Walk planned for Saturday
Many to participate in walk sponsored by Pierce County
AIDS Foundation to show support, raise awareness

0

41

On Saturday, Sept. 25 the Pierce County according to the press release, over $67,000
AIDS Foundation will hold an AIDS Walk was raised from last year's walk.
The press release fact sheet stated that there
in hopes of raising money for additional
awareness and research programs throughout are 749 reported cases of AIDS in Pierce
Pierce County. In a press release issued by County, and that as of March 1, 1999, 420
Robin Frazee, the AIDS walk coordinator, have died due to AIDS or AIDS-related
causes. The release also
an estimated 1,000 people
says, "But AIDS in Pierce
will participate in this
See the tables
County is distinguished
year's event, many from
set up at lunch
from the state as a whole
UPS.
by Circle K and
by a clientele which is
The walk will be held at
Understanding
poorer, has a lower average
Kandle Park (located on
Sexuality
to
educational level and
North 26th and North
higher
contains
a
Shirley) and beings at
receive more
percentage of women,
10:11 a.m. General parking
information and
people of color, injection
will be available. The walk
give donations
drug users, teenagers, and
will cover 4.9 miles
today
and
Friday.
children."
throughout North Tacoma
Several UPS groups
and the Proctor district, and
will take less than two and one-half hours. including sororities and fraternities,
Following the walk will be refreshments and residence halls, Understanding Sexuality,
and Circle K will be walking to show support
entertainment.
According to the press release, the theme and raise awareness. Other people interested
of this year's walk is: "We must not confuse in walking should see club leaders, or show
hope with victory." As the press release up on the day of the walk.
Donations are currently being collected by
states, "[The theme of the walk] reflects
efforts to battle complacency, compassion walkers. This year the Pierce County AIDS
fatigue, and a growing public misconception Foundation hopes that each walker will raise
that AIDS is over."
at least $100, however it is not required that
The Pierce County AIDS Foundation has an individual raises money to participate
been sponsoring the walk since 1992, and in the walk.

fuse

con
ust no
64We m
with victorY"
ho Pe
-

Pierce County

AIDS FOUNDATION
Supports:
Condom accessibility in schools
Categorical funding for HIV prevention, care
services, and research.
Implementation of state-mandated HIV education
curriculum
Confidentiality standards
Funding for the state AIDS Prescription Drug
Program
Anonymous HIV counseling and testing services
Timely access to drug treatment programs
Public participation in distribution of resources to
support HIV education

Opposes:
Mandatory testing proposals
Mandatory reporting of people who test positive
for HIV
"Mainstreaming" of people with HIV/AIDS into
traditional social and health care systems
Medicaid and welfare reform that limit access to
services to people with HIV
Restrictions on needle exchange programs
The Defense of Marriage Act which prohibits samesex marriages
Legislation that bans the education of HIV/STDs
in public schools
Taken from the Pierce County AIDS Foundation fact sheet, located on
the Pierce County AIDS Foundation's world wide web site (http://
members.aol.com/pierceaids).

Pierce County AIDS Foundation

•

AIDS/HIV remains preventable
Although AIDS/HIV is a
deadly and devastating disease,
it is nearly 100 percent avoidable.
The leading cause of HIV
transmission is through sexual
intercourse. Both male sperm
and female vaginal fluid can
contain HIV. The transmission of
HIV from a male to a female is
more likely than transmission
from female to male, though
precautions on both ends should
be taken. The transmission of
HIV through anal sex (in males
and females) is even higher.
The Centers for Disease
Control (CDC) recommends that
people be informed of their

partner's sexual history, and that
they do not engage in sexual acts
with someone who they suspect
may have AIDS/HIV, has
multiple sex partners, or uses
intravenous drugs.
In addition, the CDC reports
that the use of condoms are the
best way of preventing the spread
of HIV. However, in order to be
used effectively, one must have
proper knowledge in how to use
a condom and prevent errors. The
CDC notes that the most
common errors include using
petroleum-based lubricants
(instead of water-based), using
out-of-date condoms, or using

condoms which were improperly
stored (for example, in extremely
hot or cold conditions).
The second most frequent
cause of HIV transmission is the
use of intravenous drugs, or
drugs where needles are used. If
one does use such drugs, it is
recommended that he/she find
information on needle exchange
programs. Needle exchange
programs allow drug users to
exchange dirty and used needles
with ones that are sterile.
Seattle has a needle exchange
program where hypodermic
needles can be exchanged. For
information on the needle

exchange, call 1-800-678-1595.
Although blood fusions were at
one time a risk, blood donations
are now thoroughly screened,
and extremely rarely are the
cause of HIV transmission.
The CDC reports that a newer
cause of HIV transmission is
through childbirth. As more
women have HIV, it is more
likely that their children will also
contract HIV during the course
of the pregnancy. The CDC
recommends that women with
HIV should consult their doctors
before planning a pregnancy. In
addition, women with HIV
should not breast-feed.

Stories by
Jason
Ronbeck
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SPORTS

SPORTS
Briefs
Loggers no longer perfect;
still win pair in Minnesota
The men's soccer team traveled to Minnesota for two
games, playing against Bethel College of St. Paul on Sept.
18 and Carleton College of Northfield on Sept. 20.
The Loggers entered the game against Bethel without
giving up a goal in their first four games, all impressive
wins. Bethel broke the team's scoreless streak, but it was
not enough to beat the dominating Loggers, who came away
with a 3-1 win. Kevin Weidcamp, David Ludwin, and Tye
Tolentino all scored for UPS.
The team then got back to perfect form in their game
against Carleton, recording their fifth shutout of the season, 4-0. Ludwin and Tolentino scored two goals apiece
for the Loggers, whose 6-0 record is their best start in team
history. The team is out to surpass their all-time record of
twelve wins, set in 1986.
Up next for the Loggers is the kickoff of their Northwest Conference schedule. They host Willamette on Sept.
25 at 2:30 p.m.

Volleyball team falls short in
tough conference matches
Sept. 15, 17 and 18 were tough days for the Logger volleyball team, as they dropped two hard-fought matches that
both lasted the five-game maximum and saw another of
their games postponed.
On Wednesday, Sept. 15, the Loggers engaged in a grueling, classic volleyball match, finally succumbing to the
Willamette University Bearcats, 17-15, 12-15, 2-15, 1510, 16-14. The Loggers hit just .162% with 81 kills and 39
errors. Junior Lindsi Weber had 69 assists, and standout
junior Eileen Gamache led all hitters with 31 kills.
On Friday, Sept. 17, the Loggers were expecting to play
at home against Linfield, another conference rival, but the
game was postponed when the visitors' van broke downon
the way to the game.
The next day, the Loggers dropped another tough match,
this time to the George Fox University Bruins, 15-6, 1115, 10-15, 15-13, 15-6. Weber again led the team in assists
with 51, and Gamache again in kills with 22. UPS will
next travel to Hayward, CA for the Wild Wild West
Shootout, Sept. 24-25.

Wolves spoil home opener
Loggers blown out for second consecutive game
FOOTBALL
BILL PARKER

Sports Editor
The season's first two games have left the Loggers reeling
heading into the first of their two bye weeks, and the team
will take the extra time to repair and recover from a stumbling
start in which they have lost games by 31 and 32 points.
The Loggers came home on Sept. 18 looking for a win
against the Western Oregon University Wolves to bounce back
from a season-opening 31-0 loss at Simon Fraser, but their
attempt started slowly.
The scoring started when the Wolves' placekicker, John
Freeman, hit a 22-yard fieldgoal with 10:42 left in the first
quarter. After a Logger fumble, WOU running back Jason
Taroli scored on a 1-yard run with 6:42 left, and Freeman took
advantage of a blocked Logger punt, kicking a 27-yarder to
put the Loggers down early, 13-0.
The Loggers, however, would make a strong first-half comeback. Junior quarterback Craig Knapp connected with senior
wide receiver Jeff Halstead for a 65-yard
1999 STANDINGS: touchdown pass with 2:18 left in the first
NWC 0-0
quarter for the team's first points of 1999.
OVERALL 0-2
Though the point-after kick failed, Knapp
hit Halstead again in the second quarter
on a 16-yard touchdown pass. The two-point play failed, and
the Loggers trailed by just one point, 13-12. WOU would regain the upper hand late in the second quarter, however, adding a 26-yard fieldgoal by Freeman to go into the locker room
with a 16-12 lead.
The second half was all Wolves. Taroli scored two more
touchdowns, of 3 and 26 yards, and the team added another
rushing touchdown for a 21-0 third and a 37-12 lead in the
game. They added one more touchdown in the fourth for a
final score of 44-12.
When all was said and done, all the numbers went against
UPS. The Wolves ran wild on the Logger defense, going for
327 yards, and added 254 in the air for a total of 581 yards on
80 plays. The Logger offense could not answer that kind of
dominance, putting up just 166 yards on 50 plays. The team
passed for 188 yards, but had trouble getting the ball past the
line of scrimmage, rushing for —22 yards.

Jason McClaughry (46) and Cullen Pang (24)
combine on a tackle in UPS' Sept. 18 game.
Individually, Taroli stole the show, running for 149 yards on
21 carries to go with the three touchdowns. WOU quarterback
Erik Davis threw for 200 yards despite sitting out the fourth
quarter. The Loggers' offense was led by last week's Dande
Football Player of the Week, Jeff Halstead, who caught 6 passes
for 132 yards along with scoring both Logger touchdowns.
Knapp had a respectable game, going 13-34 for 188 yards.
The defensive star for UPS was Bobby Jones, this week's
Dande Football Player of the Week, whose interception and
23-yard return set up one of the Loggers' two scores. He also
made five tackles and is the team's key kick returner.
After the upcoming bye, the Loggers open their 1999 Northwest Conference schedule, traveling to Whitworth (1-1) for a
game on Oct. 2 at 1:30 p.m. They return home the following
week, hosting Eastern Oregon in their third non-conference
matchup of the season.
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UPS, alumni have fun run;
team prepares for Sundodger
The UPS cross country team did not compete officially
last week, but they were still working hard, running with
UPS alumni in the Habitat for Humanity Race on Saturday, Sept. 18. Two-time All-American Dave Davis, who
had won the Emerald City Invitational the previous week,
took the men's title in this exhibition event as well, with a
time of 14:46 in the five-kilometer event.
The team has been training hard in preparation for the
very competitive Sundodger Invitational, held at Lincoln
Park in Seattle on Sept. 25 at 9:00 a.m. Each year, the meet
gives the Loggers a chance to see how they measure up
against a number of outstanding NCAA teams.
Last season, the men's title was won by the University
of Utah, and the women's title was taken by the University
of Michigan. The UPS women's team came in fifth and
the men sixth in very strong fields.
The team will take the week off on Oct. 2, and return to
action the following weekend in the Pacific Lutheran University Invitational. The race will give the Loggers a good
look at some of their Northwest Conference competition
for 1999. The UPS men and women will both be trying to
defend their 1998 NWC title this season, and Davis and
Dana Boyle are returning to defend their individual titles
for the Loggers.

ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR
ASSISTANT Nsws EDITOR
STAPP WRITERS

`All the potential
we have is
motivation to
work really hard
and go as far as
we can.
-Kerry Cerelli

INTERESTED?
CONE TO WSC 011,
OR CALL

x3197.

KKF
Looking to the Future

lf

Why she's the Puget Sound Athlete of the Week: Kerry had
two goals and an assist in the soccer team's 4-1 victory
over La Verne.
Position: Attacking midfield
Year: Junior
High School: Indian Hills High School, Oakland, NJ
Major: Biology
Goal for the Season: "As a team, we really want to go to
the NCAA National Tournament."

WAN'
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SPORTS

Athletes need to stop whining Loggers split pair at home
ZACH EHLERT

Staff Writer

•

•

This week, I'm not going to write
about football. I won't mention any of
the great games this past weekend, like
the Seahawks escaping Soldier Field
with a win by about four inches wide
right. I also won't mention the great performances put on by local college teams
(the Loggers actually managed some offense, while the
Huskies and Cougars managed to
get beaten by supposedly inferior
teams...yeah, like
that never happens).
But I wrote
about that last week, so I think I'll touch
on something that's a problem in all
sports,-not just football.
Is anyone else completely baffled by
the attitudes and antics of professional
athletes these days?
Nowadays, pro athletes think they're
the most powerful people in the world,
yet last time I checked there was only
one Michael Jordan, who actually is one
of the most powerful people in the world.
These guys are getting paid exorbitant
salaries to play a game; a GAME.
Really, how much does it matter
whether you make $7 million or $7.5
million a season? It's still a lot of money
to get paid just for playing a game. Here
are a couple of examples of how ridiculous this is:
Joey Galloway, while currently under
contract to play for the local footballing
squad, has been holding out for a new
contract because he feels he should be
one of the highest paid receivers in the
league.
I'll admit the guy's pretty good, but
what difference does a couple million
make? He's already out almost half a

million in lost wages and fines as a result of holding out, and it's probably not
helping his game much. In fact, as the
mighty Seachickens took on the dreaded
Bears of Chicago, Galloway was out
playing flag football--that's right, flag
football--with his brother. Seems to me
that if you think you're one of the best
receivers in the game, a better way to
prove it would be by actually playing.
This isn't just isolated to football, either. Alexei Yashin,
captain and leading
scorer of the Ottawa
Senators of the National Hockey
League, decided not
to show up to training camp because
he wants $8 million
a year (a $4.4 million raise), or he wants
to be traded.
Since when do sports stars think the
world revolves entirely around them and
everybody should drop what they're doing to take care of them and their $8 million salaries?
Fortunately, in these instances, the fans
and teams aren't falling for it. The
Seahawks had a very generous offer on
the table for Galloway, but he still wanted
more even though they can't do it this
year. Maybe if he waited until his current contract was up, next year, they'd
be able to give him some more money,
but until then, Coach and GM Mike
Holmgren and crew are finished; they've
got more important things to worry
about, like trying to win some games.
And in the Senators' case, a season
ticket holder has vowed to sue Yashin for
$5 million (which he plans to donate to
charity) if he isn't there for the season
opener in Philadelphia on Oct. 2.
So there you have it, just a few
thoughts on the status of professional
sports today, and I didn't talk solely about
football. Next week: more football.

against California teams
physical one, with over 30 fouls being
called between the two teams.
The Loggers got on the board first, at
BILL PARKER
the
23:46 mark, when Trish Chhabildas
Sports Editor
scored from the right side off of an assist
by freshman Dusty Marcell.
Scarcely unpacked from their trip to
That would be the only scoring in the
Redlands, CA to play in the Redlands
Invitational, the women's soccer team second half, but the Loggers got on the
welcomed two teams from the Golden board again when returning all-conference standout senior Sarah Blawat
State to Baker Stadium on Friday, Sept.
17 and Sunday, Sept. 19. Like the previ- punched one past the goalkeeper off of a
ous weekend, the team earned a split of pass from junior Kerry Cerelli at 52:52.
The teams faced off in another nearthe two games, with a 4-1 victory over
20-minute
scoreless bout, broken when
the University of La Verne and a 0-3 loss
Erica
Borbon
finally got La Verne on the
to UC San Diego.
The game on Friday, Sept. 17 was the board to cut the Loggers' lead to 2-1 at
Loggers' home opener, and they came the 71:53 mark. Cerelli would score twice
ready to play. The match was a very more on penalty kicks, earning her Puget
Sound Athlete of
the Week honors.
On Sept. 19, the
Loggers faced UC
San Diego, who
came in ranked
ninth in the nation
among NCAA Division III teams.
The UPS squad
held their own
through the first
half, battling to a
tie, but UCSD
scored three times
in the second half
to secure the win.
Up next for the
Loggers will be
their first three
conference games,
starting with a
I match against their
crosstown rivals
Pacific Lutheran
Jamie Saw (right) tries to save the ball in the
University at 5:00
Loggers' 4-1 win against Laverne on Sept. 17.
p.m. in Parkland.

WOMEN'S SOCCER

Flag football mixes fun, competition

•
J. LILJE
Staff Writer
NATHAN

•

•

•

Down by six with half a minute to
go, quarterback Eric Boyer finds his receiver downfield and fires a long pass
for the touchdown. The extra point solidifies the 27-26 victory. No,. it is not
the UPS football team; it is the
Callipygian Princesses defeating Hui0-Hawaii in intramural flag football.
Flag football is a popular intramural
sport at UPS. Teams are made up of fraternities, clubs or just a group of friends.
Teams come out to play for fun, for exercise, and, some say most of all, to win.
Boyer emphasizes this point: "When it
comes right down to it, it's for the championship."
Hui-O-Hawaii's manager Ian
Rozmiarek agrees. "It's fun to come out
and play, but we always have the championship on our minds," he said.
Not all believe the championship to

Intramural flag football players enjoy a Sunday afternoon game.
be that important, however. John Crulley,
manager of Bristol U (a team made up
of Physical Therapy students) says that
his team plays more for exercise and fun
than for the championship. "As a team,"
he said, "we just come out here to have
fun...we want to win, but I don't think

it's our top priority."
David Rosenthal, of the Sigma Chi
team, had a similar sentiment. "Everyone likes to win, but people come in to
have fun," he said.
The differences in the rules of flag
football from the rules of the more tradi-

tional tackle football present a challenge
for the teams. For instance, a ball is dead
when it touches the ground. There are
no handoffs; every play is a pass play.
There are no fieldgoals or kickoffs. Also,
blocking is allowed only at the line of
scrimmage.
Of course tackling is not allowed in
flag football (each player wears a flag
on his belt, and is "tackled" when his
flag is pulled), but the occasional tackle
does slip in, among very competitive
teams, in an attempt to grab a flag. One
of the Princesses players had a part of
his tooth knocked out against Hui-0Hawaii. Rozmiarek noted, "every time
we play, it's always all out."
In the Men's A League, the games are
played every Sunday, all at the Intramural Field (located behind the softball
field, alongside the fieldhouse), at 1:00,
2:00 and 3:00 p.m.
There are two more weeks left in the
season, the final games being on Sept.
26 and Oct. 3. The top four teams advance to the playoffs, held on Sunday,
Oct. 11 at 1:00 p.m. The final will be
the same day at 3:00 p.m.

LUGGER
UNE fir
For a complete
schedule of all athletic
events, pick up a
pocket schedule in the
athletic office.

Cross Country
September 25
Sundodger
Invitational
@ Lincoln Park,
Seattle
10:45 a.m. (men)
11:15 a.m.
(women)
Men's Soccer
September 25
Willamette
University
@ HOME
2:30 p.m.

September 26
Linfield College
@ HOME
2:30 p.m.

September 29
Pacific Lutheran
University
@ Parkland, WA
5:00 p.m.
Women's Soccer
September 25
Willamette
University
@ HOME
12:00 pm

September 26
Linfield
College
@ HOME
12:00 p.m.

Volleyball
September 24
UC Santa Cruz
@ Cal State
Hayward,
Hayward, CA
9:00 a.m.
Cal State
Hayward
@ Cal State
Hayward,
Hayward, CA
1:00 p.m.

September 25
Cal Lutheran
@ Cal State
Hayward,
Hayward, CA
9:00 a.m.
UC San Diego
@ Cal State
Hayward,
Hayward, CA
3:00 p.m.
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OPINIONS
I

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

I

Write your pertinent, informed opinion, preferably in 500 words or less,
and let the campus community know what you think. All letters must have a
signature and a phone number and are due no later than Mondays at noon.
The Editor reserves the right to edit for clarity and length. Letters may be
sent to WSC 011 or trail@ups.edu .

Hatchet missed
as timeless
Logger symbol

0

ur beloved hatchet is gone—
a key piece of all our history
we just last year placed in a
public case for all to enjoy in the
Wheelock Student Center. The hatchet
is a significant piece of our past, and
its disappearance shortchanges students and alumni of a piece of Puget
Sound's past.
Now we wish for it to be returned
for permanent display. We have fond
memories of the hatchet, and silly as
it may sound, we miss seeing it.
We ask for its speedy return by
someone who understands what it
means to be a Logger. In the spirit of
the hatchet belonging to all Puget
Sound students, past and present, we
hope to see the relic in its case when
we return to campus for Reunion and
Homecoming in October.
Respectfully,
Lowell Daun, '68
Susan Bladholm, '87

KKF
Looking to
the Future
With You!
NvWW.kappa.or g,

ASUPS President presents political
challenge to student body
have received a challenge from
one of our local city officials. He
felt that UPS students are apathetic
and that we probably don't even vote! I
told him that most of our students voted
in their hometown elections because we
have more knowledge about the campaigns there.
In response, he argued that since we
live here nine months out of the year and
there are numerous laws that affect us
directly, we should all take part in the
local political process.
So he challenged me. He said that we
couldn't get five hundred students registered to vote. I accepted this challenge

/

and now plead to you to register. If you
go to school here and have lived in Washington at the same address since the beginning of the school year, then you are
eligible to vote here.
Freak Out will be sponsoring the voter
registration drive in the SUB during the
next two weeks.
Help us prove to the rest of Tacoma
that we are not apathetic and that UPS
students can make a difference in our
community by registering to vote!
Sincerely,
Dave Bowe
ASUPS President

`What as you Want
out ofeour new
usenatoa
"I think our senators shou
disappear into their ow
world where they preten
they are contributing
members of campus. "
—Nathan Jarrett—

"I want honesty,
damn it! None of this
wishy-washy crap."
—Kat Corkum-

Spectators encouraged to be safe,
courteous at sporting events
t was great to see the large and en
thusiastic turnout of students the past
two weekends at the various sport
events that were held on campus. I believe we set an all-time record for attendance at a home soccer game with approximately four hundred spectators
watching the Logger men defeat The
Evergreen State College.
We also had nice crowds at the Logger volleyball and football games. I
know all of the team members and
coaches greatly appreciate your support.
This is an approximate time to remind
you of several policies that are in place
to make the viewing of our athletic contests a pleasurable experience for everyone in attendance. Please support us by
observing and following these policies:
Alcohol may not be served or consumed at university athletic events. Individuals violating this policy may be
subject to disciplinary sanctions, arrest,

/

or both.
Tobacco use is not permitted in university facilities.
Profanity, racial or sexist comments,
or other harassing actions directed at officials, student-athletes, coaches, or team
representatives will not be tolerated and
are grounds for removal from the competition site.
Admission to all regular season athletic contests is free for •UPS students.
Make sure to bring your student ID.
We look forward to your continued
support of Logger sports and your cooperation in making each sporting event a
positive experience for everyone. Have
a great year!

"Something done about
the student
integrity code. "
—Erin Ryan—

"SUBMISSION."
—Philip Patten—

Sincerely,
Richard Ulrich
Director of Physical Education,
Athletics, and Recreation

"Only that they should
walk around in Tle-Man'
garb saying 'By the power
of Greyskull."'
—Tim Isaacson—

Not Ready for
the LSAT?
I'm Steven Klein, LSAT specialist.
Fourteen years and 3000 students
later, I don't think anyone knows more
about this test, or how to teach it, than
I do. That's why I still teach my own
classes. That's why you should call me.
My nine week course features 36
hours of class time with weekly help
sessions and five mock exams for the
reasonable price of $695.
I can answer any LSAT question - let
me prove it. Call now for a free
seminar: 524-4915

"I want perks."
Colin Greenman—

"More communication
with the students."
—Christine Mizuno-

The Steven Klein Company
photos by Z. Stockdale
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Gun control debate renewed on UPS campus
•

Guns threaten everyone's safety
lintsTEN SCHLEWITZ

Staff Writer

41

S

CON

PRO
Once again, my
weekend has inspired me to muse
on the imperfections of life. This
time, I allowed
myself to be shot
at continuously
for five hours. Insanity? Yes, now that I
see the welts, but it was fun to fire a gun
at people! Which is what started me
thinking.
If one is not all there mentally, what
is to stop him from blowing another
away, just because he is pissed off at the
time? If I found firing a paintball gun to
be a great stress relief, what's to say another won't find relief in ending an innocent life?
Last week, a gunman opened fire on
worshippers in a Baptist church in Texas.
Why? No one knows. And everyone
knows about the tragic shootings in
Littleton, Thurston, and Jonesboro.
These kids had different motives, yet all
had one thing in common—they had access to a weapon whose express purpose
is to kill.
Hear that, everyone? I'd like to make
it clear—the purpose of a gun is to kill.
And as they are responsible for 30,000
deaths a year, I say, ban the guns. Yes,
Mr. or Ms. pro-killing activist, that may
be taking away your individual freedom
to go purchase a handgun, but frankly, I
don't care. When 5,285 children were
killedin the U.S. last year, as opposed to
zero in Japan, 19 in Great Britain, 57 in
Germany, 109 in France, and 153 in
Canada, it seems obvious that gun control is a necessity.
I realize that the gun lobby is perpe-

trating the myth that the second amendment guarantees the right to bear arms.
However, when the Constitution is examined, it can be found that this amendment only provides for a well-regulated
militia, not for an armed citizenry.
But let's say for a moment that the
right for citizens to bear arms is included
in the Bill of Rights. When the Constitution was drafted, there was no such
thing as an AK-47 or any automatic
weapon. Triggers could not be operated
by three-year-olds and guns did not fire
simply by being dropped. Times are
changing, and this country must change
with them to protect its citizens.
Another point to ponder:
Some airlines no longer give
passengers peanuts, due to the
small percentage of the population that are allergic to them.
Maybe it's just me, but I have
not seen many articles on the
high number of deaths attributed
to those inhaling peanut particles
on planes. This is in violation of
my right to enjoy a package of
peanuts on my way to California, but there is no 'peanut lobby'
demanding that the nut be reinstated as a snack on flights.
So we focus on petty peanut issues as
we ignore the real nuts, the ones sticking to the story that "guns don't kill
people, people kill people"?
In this country, we regulate our cars,
our toys, our clothing, all which possibly have the ability to hurt someone.
However, the Consumer Product Safety
Commission does not regulate guns, and
the consequence is that over eighty
people die each day because of accidents.
Face the facts, Americans: personal
freedom is going to have to be traded in
to protect our citizens.

Guns are just another technology
RYAN SWEENEY

Opinions Editor
Guns. A hotly debated issue in any arena and UPS is
no exception. The image of
a gun can raise many emotions in any person. Unfortunately for many, this emotion is fear. A gun is a very
useful tool. It has the ability to do things far beyond the human capacity,
and like any technology, it can be used for constructive or destructive purposes.
Yes, dear friends, guns do have many positive

11

uses. And the support of gun rights is not the support of killing, no matter how much name-calling
gun control activists use. In fact handguns are used
for protection against criminals two million times
per year, five times more often than they are used
for crimes. Could it be that some gun supporters
are actually doing what they believe is best for
society? Could it also be that guns do have positive purposes?
In fact, loosening gun restrictions can actually
even reduce crime. Since Florida enacted legislation that gave private citizens the right to carry
firearms, its homicide rate has dropped 41%.
It is true that accidents do occur and that people

Terrorists' clemency undeserved
JANICE VELEHE

Political Columnist

•

Last month
President Clinton
offered clemency
to 16 members of
Puerto Rico's
Armed Forces of
National Liberation, a nationalist
group that seeks independence for the
island. Many have condemned this action, including the United States House
of Representatives and Senate. Both
housesof congress called the President's
actions "a deplorable concession to terrorists, that has undermined national security."
The Senate Judiciary Committee is
investigating, subpoenaing documents
and witnesses. But President Clinton has

rejected these, citing executive privilege.
Senate Minority Leader Tom Daschle
stated, "I support the president's authority to make decisions with regard to
clemency... That is a president's right, but
I must say I am troubled deeply by the
lack of remorse, the lack of empathy for
the victims on the part of the Puerto
Ricans themselves."
Some say the action taken by President Clinton was on behalf of his wife
and her possible Senate bid in New York,
a move to gain the ethnic vote. If that
was his motivation, why not grant the
same clemency for Mumia Abu-Jamal or
Jonathan Pollard whom he promised to
free in 1992?
Pollard, an American intelligence officer, was sentenced to life in prison without parole and denied a trial because of
his action in 1984 when he notified Israel about possible attacks on the region,

information that the U.S. was supposed
to have supplied them with.
What is most interesting about the situation is that we have a White House administration that screams for gun control yet goes soft on convicted terrorists.
I wish the President would explain how
he can release these people from prisOn
for collecting illegal arms, yet wants the
ability to arrest people who do not have
trigger locks on their own legal firearms.
These terrorists were killers, shown on
videotape making bombs and convicted
of conspiracy and weapons possession.
When these 16 people were locked away,
the violence ended and the democratic
process was allowed to start. Terrorism
is not something that should be taken
lightly and for the President to pardon
these 16 people without any explanation
of why beyond the power of executive
privilege is an act of terrorism in itself.

are injured and sometimes even killed by this particular technology, but what innovation is without
accident? Cars injure hundreds of thousands each
year, but no one is calling for them to be banned,
because we realize that the disadvantages must
be weighed against the positives. It is simply irresponsible to go around making policy changes
based only on the negatives of something.
It is not true that a gun's purpose is to kill. A
gun's purpose is to fire a small projectile at high
velocities. It is the wielder of the gun who decides
if that projectile will be used to kill. A fine distinction, it's true, but an important one. Besides that
we simply cannot go around banning things whose
purpose was originally bad. Even if the gun's purpose was to kill, why ban it now? Many evil things
have evolved into useful technologies that contribute much to our way of life. Even the Olympics
were originally designed to keep soldiers in practice to kill. Yet we do not foolishly say that we
must ban them because of their origins. Why must
we pursue this faulty reasoning where guns are
concerned?
I want to be clear here. I'm not saying that everyone should carry a gun; I respect that many
people have moral problems with gun ownership
or some other problem with owning a firearm. I'm
not saying that we should hand out guns to people.
I'm only saying that we should allow people, who
are not currently prohibited from owning a gun, to
own one. Much the same way that I am allowed to
drive a gas guzzling sports utility vehicle, even
though I can watch it killing the environment.
Yes, I will admit that to many guns are scary
things. Honestly, the world might be a better place
if we could wave a magic wand and suddenly all
the guns would disappear. Maybe we could then
wave that wand again and make all weapons of
the world disappear leaving us only with utopia. I
would love to live in this world, but until we find
our "magic wand" we have to deal with the real
world, and in this real world, restricting freedoms
simply because it makes us a little nervous without taking a fair and objective look at the facts is
simply childish naivete.

Meditative
ekristian
Worship

dkok

eundaq Evenings 7•00pin
kiltaortk Chapel
Are you looking for an alternative to
standard worship services? Would you
like more time for inspiration and
imagination in your spiritual search?
Begin your week with a time of
meditative prayer, music and readings/
dponeored by the Owes Knish*
Center at the ilevereity of Paget dotard
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Hollywood smut perverts moral choice in 'Intentions'
ZACK STOCRDALE

Staff Writer
A movie is
coming to the
UPS campus this
weekend. For one
paltry little dollar
you can subject
yourself to this
waste of cellulose, this cinematic trash. There aren't
words enough to describe to you the disgust I feel for this movie. Thanks to Campus Films this weekend you can see the
"blockbuster hit" "Cruel Intentions,"
starring your favorite vampire slayer and
a whole host of other pretty faces.
Now please understand this isn't a
knock on Campus Films, far from it, they
did a great job last year and, except for
that false start "Dead Man on Campus"
the first week, they're off to a great start
this year. It's just that "Cruel Intentions"
is such a horrible movie. Its all about sex,
lies and drugs. While those may be the
primary reason most people may watch
it, except for those of you out there that
are carrying a torch for Sarah Michelle
Gellar, I ask only that you hear me out in
this.
The movie is screwed up. It takes
much of what is really wrong with young
people in our country and makes it seem

acceptable. It takes real topics such as
true love and sex and perverts them in
ways that destroy the true beauty of both.
The movie's premise is a stepbrother
Sebastian and his sister, Katherine, making a bet. The bet is that Sebastian cannot seduce Annette, the writer of a proabstinence article in a national magazine,
who has just transferred to their private
high school. The wager is this—if he
wins and "de-flowers" the virgin heroine he gets to go at it with his stepsister after whom he has
lusted for oh so many
years.
If he fails in his
quest Katherine
gets his prize car.
Sounds like a great
bet. Low and behold, though, in
his rather inventive attempts to
seduce the chaste
maiden, Sebastian falls head over heals
in love and once he freely confesses this
to her they promptly go at it in typical
Hollywood fashion and the movie goes
on from there.
"So what's the problem?" you may be
asking. The problem is this—the movie
seems to confuse the issue of true love
and lust quite thoroughly. They took an
honest and worthwhile concept, i.e. ab-

World's monuments
belong in theme park
BRANDON G. BRAUN

Staff Writer
On one of my
globe-hopping excursions, I found
out just how many
amazing wonders
there are in the
world today. The
sense of awe, of
wonder, of amazement at their persistence and existence in the world today
mark them as wonders. We have the
Great Pyramids in Egypt, the Eiffel
Tower in France, Big Ben in England,
the Tacoma Aroma in America, and far
too many others to name here.
But the one major flaw with these
masterpieces (not including the Aroma,
which has other more significant flaws)
is that they are in different countries.
While this is fine and dandy for the
French, English, Italians, and whoever
else, it sucks for us Americans.
Because we are the only people that
really matter in the world, we should take
all of the other world monuments, ship
them over here to the U.S., and put them
smack dab in the middle of Wyoming
(where only cows live) and name it World
Monument National Park. Visiting these
monuments would be so much easier, and
you could visit Yellowstone on the exact
same trip. What a vacation!
The best thing about it is that some of

those old monuments are crumbling or
not quite right, and we could just fix them
up with a little know-how. Take the leaning Tower of Pisa for example—those
crazy Italians, what were they thinking?
They can't even build a lasting empire.
Pax Romana? Yeah, right. We could fix
it right up, just straighten it out a little
bit, and there, good as new. We could
even install a spiral slide for the kiddies
while we're at it.
Great Wall of China? Fix all those
potholes that are in it and you have one
hell of a bike racing track. You can even
hollow out the pyramids and turn them
into a theme park—we could call it
Desert Land. The Sphinx could be part
of a pretty difficult miniature golf course
("Hey Dad, I bet I can bank one off of its
forehead").
The only monument that might give
us a little bit of trouble would be the
Eiffel Tower in France. Those snotty Parisians, they hate us Americans anyway,
so let's just let them keep the tower. But
we would have the last laugh. Just pump
about three million watts through that
steel construct, and suddenly you have
the world's most powerful radio station.
Plus, the good thing is the radio waves
would imbalance the French just enough
to make them sound even funnier. I wonder if KUPS is thinking of the possibilities now? Maximum bandwidth, you bet!
Now if you will excuse me, I need to
figure out how to move the pyramids.

stinence, and perverted it.
"I don't want to have sex till I fall in
love, yet once I feel that way I have no
problem going at it with you like a rabbit in heat. As long as I love you." What
a load of BS! Can you honestly say to
me that that's love? Many of you are
probably saying, "Of course, sex is just
one way that I can express love!"
Now if that is honestly how you feel
there is mostly likely nothing that I can
say to change your mind.
However, you can in all
likelihood at least
agree with me in
this—having
sex, making
love, is the
most intimate
physical thing
that two
people can do.
But without
something
greater behind
it, something
with power, it loses' some of its meaning, some of it intensity. That power is
commitment. I don't mean commitment
like, "let's go steady," or "let's live together"—those are weak commitments,
those are precursors to the real commitment, the true and ultimate commitment,
marriage. Without that all you really have

are two people rolling around, getting
sweaty trying to release chemicals in
their brain that cause pleasure, nothing
more meaningful than that.
This is the problem I have with "Cruel
Intentions"—the writer of the article on
chastity and abstinence, Annette, throws
it all away on a couple of slick words
and a smile. There was no commitment.
There may have been
love between the two, but
not true love, no real True love won't get you
commitment. The love
was hollow. True love through the times with
won't get you through the your spouse when the
times with your spouse
when the bills pile up, the bills pile up, the kids
kids are running wild, and
are running wild, and
there's no money. Commitment will.
there's no money.
Commitment will hold
people together when Commitment will.
love waxes and wanes. A
sincere commitment in
marriage will hold two people together
in ways love can't. The writers of "Cruel
Intentions" had it right for a moment
when they talked about waiting for marriage, then tossed it all in the trash for a
twisted version of the true reality.
Take my advice—don't waste your
time seeing something that makes a
mockery of one of the truly noble things
that humanity has left.

CORRECTIONS
Last week's news story, "Hatchet goes AWOL," was actually written by Nichole Ashworth, not
Emily Cares. Director of Alumni Services Sharon Babcock was also misquoted in this same article.
Her actual statement was, "Alumni want to see the hatchet returned to its permanent display case.
They feel it belongs to all eras of students, past and present, and they [alumni] would be thrilled to
see it returned for everyone to enjoy."
The men's soccer photo on page 11, accredited to E. Day, was actually taken by E. Stevenson.
We are sorry for any inconvenience this may have caused.
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Parking perplexes Puget population T5Tratt
JESSY BOWMAN

Assistant Opinions Editor

•

111

•

When my father took a picture of me last
February as I sat
in the driver's
seat of my longawaited college
vehicle, I had a
grin spreading from ear to ear, brighter
than the camera flash.
I remember everything about it—the
way the saleslady's freckles formed a
shape oddly like South America, the
exact kind of luscious "new-car" smell
my particular Honda acquired, the term
for the color on the title—"bordeaux"
and not just "maroon"—I was so excited. I was obsessed.
So, you'd think it'd be pure joy for
me, coming back to school, driving
around campus, even parking. And it
was at first, just to have a car to drive,
just to hear the jangle of my keys as I
walked from the parking lot. But after
my first parking ticket, and my second,
and now my third, no, even before that—
I'd say after my first mile-long trek to
class after parking at Safeway, that's
when it started to lose its luster.
I'm not saying it's the university's
fault that my gas bill is five dollars extra each time I refuel (or each day) due
to the lack of rectangular receptacles.
I'm not saying there's a problem with
getting in shape by sprinting to class in
McIntyre from the Fieldhouse parking
lot. I'm just saying that parking, in its
UPS-oriented, frustrating and almost
oxymoronic system, can put somewhat
of a damper on the ecstasy of driving a
car around campus.
I know it's a tried and tired argument,
but though it's been discussed, debated,
and denounced, the problem still frustratingly remains. And where there are
problems, there is often humor, and thus
the topic enters the realm of the Opinions section.
Let me give you an example of how
obsessed I am with getting a prime parking spot. One day, walking back from
lunch at the sub, I spotted an open space
in front of my room. My friend saw it
too, and offered jokingly to stand in the
spot warding off poachers for my neurotic benefit, but my first idiotic thought
was to move, and move fast. I suppose I
was relating myself to some hunted animal, strategizing the most direct route
toward the goal, away from the enemy.
The enemy? Give me a break. This is
how bad I was getting.
Anyway, I reached my car with my
shoulder bag banging against my behind
as I flung the door open and revved the
engine. I swung out of the parking lot I
was previously confined in, and raced
(just a bit past the speed limit, unheeding in my reckless intent) to the intersection. Just then, another car was coming across the street perpendicular, and
for some insane reason, I decided to get
karma on my side. I frantically waved
the person past, salivating as I stared at
the open spot, only yards away.
Once the person was past, I wheeled

out and started for the space, then suddenly stopped dead. The guy I'd waved
by while trying *to be a "good person"
passed me and went right in and took
my freaking spot. No joke. That's karma
for you. You cannot imagine my fuming
indignation. I was so distraught that it
could not be measured. Again, writing
this is making me realize just how sad it
really was.
So, in the end—after idling behind the
offending vehicle until a scared-silly
freshman climbed out and couldn't have
run faster into McIntyre if he tried—I
accepted defeat and turned back to the
bird-excrement excuse for a parking lot
half a mile away.
All in all, the issue of parking is definitely an issue one has to deal with. But,
you can either become crazily obsessed,
or look at the bright side and realize the
fact that, hey, you actually have a car.
It's all about attitude.

For my part, I learned after my horrid
adventure how scary I was actually acting when I thought of that
poor freshman cowering
I'm just saying that
and running away from my
maniacal staring. Now, I
parking, in its UPSdon't necessarily think I'm
that type of a person, and I oriented, frustrating
realized that perhaps I
might be letting this whole and almost
parking situation get a little oxymoronic system,
out of hand.
Parking will most likely can put somewhat of
always be a problem at a damper on the
UPS, yet perhaps if we take
it with a sense of humor and ecstasy of driving a
a good attitude, we won't
car around campus.
turn into screaming, engine-grinding maniacs in
giant clunkers, bearing down on innocent bystanders in our abstract perversion. As I said, attitude. Maybe karma is
trying to tell me something.
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The C. M BAT Zone

Issue JIMJ

"Promoting literacy."

Net wt. 1080 lbs.

Second 'Combat Zone'
bitter disappointment

MUT 'cie
ABOUT CAMPUS

"People better
enjoy it while
they can," comThree weeks into the school year,
mented CZ Edistudents are already expressing
tor Jennifer
their dissatisfaction with the ComTillett. "'Cause
bat Zone. Despite the fact that only
come Novemone issue has been released so far,
ber, it's gonna
there have been numerous combe '101 Things
plaints about its pore kwality.
I'd Rather Be
Said Senior Jamie Cunningham,
Doing Than
"Not only was this one just not
Writing the
funny, but it doesn't even seem like
Combat Zone'
she's trying anymore."
every week."
Many UPS students are upset with the pore
"The last one took forever to
Polls show
read," complained Joe Rubenstein, kwality of the Combat ZOne this year.
that readership
"and this one just plain sucks."
has declined
Sources indicate that the
over 75% from last year due to
Combat Zone will only
COMBAT ZONE READERSHIP continue to get worse as what social scientists call "lameness."
the editor gets busier and
Trail Editor-in-Chief Erin Speck
100%
lazier. Evidence of lazicomplains, "It's the second issue,
ness in this issue already
and she's already down to making
includes a larger font size,
50%
fun of Dave Bowe, religion, and the
fewer stories, shoddy layMay '99 Summer '99
Sept. 16
Combat Zone itself. I hate to see
outs, and more useless
what she's going to come up with
0%
Sept. 23
graphics.
for the rest of the year."
KERMIT THE FROG

Uneasily Green

.

God to release 'Bible 2000' upgrade
HATNE CARROLL

Maid in the Kitchen
Christians around the world are
buzzing with excitement over God's
announcement that Bible 2000, which
will update all current versions of His
holy words, will be released some time
next spring.
Bible 2000 looks to fix bugs in previous versions, especially the inconsistencies that have prompted heated debates for a couple thousand years.
It will also incorporate a new, easyto-use task bar that makes citation of
passages "quick and easy," even for the
unsaved reader.
Also remedied is the long-rumored
"Apocalypse" bug, which was set to
wreak havoc on the world at the turn
of the millennium.
"I've been waiting for this update for
quite some time," commented pastor
James Ridmore. "Since my father's
time, I've seen church contributions
dwindle. People are no longer sacrificing young Timmy's crutches or
Grandma's surgery for the good of the
church. Hopefully this will open up

their pocketbooks a bit more."
There is much speculation as to what
exactly is going to be changed. However, most Christians agree that it will
be consistent with the pattern of previous updates, which all conformed to
the increasingly loose moral standards
of society.
Bundled in with Bible 2000 will be
"God's Political Companion," which
assists those who wish to enact legislation in accordance with the one True
law.
"No longer will you have to go
searching for an obscure passage that
says that I hate homosexuals or oppose

Some Inconsistencies
to be Corrected:
-CHRIST FORGIVING THAT DIRTY,
DIRTY, RED-HAIRED WHORE. EVERY
GOOD CHRISTIAN KNOWS THAT PROSTITUTES SHOULDN 'T BE FORGIVEN.

-GOD DESTROYING SODOM, WHILE
LETTING THAT FLAMING HOMO PETER
BECOME A SAINT,

K

abortion," says a press-release issued
by God on Tuesday. "It will all be right
there at your fingertips for easy access."
Not everyone is happy about the upcoming Bible 2000, however. Prominent Catholic officials, including the
Pope himself, are in an uproar about
another part of the press release, God's
promise to "Get rid of all that Apocrypha bullshit." Jewish Rabbis also are
upset at God's failure to "reveal the
New Testament for the forgery it is."
Mormons are indifferent, though, as
they will replace anything that they
dislike with something better.
It is possible, however, that Bible
2000 will be delayed, due to negotiations between Microsoft and God. It is
rumored that Bill Gates has offered the
souls of all Microsoft employees for a
49% share in the rights, including all
sacrifices, collections, and "prayer
rights" for Gates himself.
Also in the deal, Microsoft's Windows operating system will become the
official operating system of Heaven,
giving new meaning to Microsoft's slogan, "Where do you want to go today?"

tWORSITY?
"You mean, like,
Protestants and
Mormons, right?"
—Janie MarplePresident,
Christian Conglomeration

"I thought everyone on
this campus was white
until I looked
in the mirror."
—Steven Graham—
token minority

"There were lots of
minorities in
the viewbook."
—Joe Smith—
freshman

"We have white students
from over 36
different states."
—Susan Resneck Pierce—
President, UPS

"If they are respectful
of the surrounding
neighborhood and are
not way out of control,
they should be okay."
—Christina Walsh—
random pseudonym

The Combat Zone is intended as a SATIRICAL
WORK and, as such, has been set apart from the
rest of this paper. The views and opinions expressed by the Combat Zone do not necessarily
reflect those of The Puget Sound Trail, ASUPS,
the Pope, or he University of Puget Sound. But
they should.

